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Abstract

Managers in the fundraising and public sectors face the constant challenge of soliciting do-

nations from a population who may or may not have donated before. Rather than merely ask-

ing respondents what they wish to donate, it is standard practice to present a set of suggested

amounts – the appeals scale – in making donation requests. We study the relationship between

what is requested and what is received by incorporating prior donation history into a compre-

hensive, �attraction�-based model of donation behavior.

A large-scale field trial, coupled with a unique donation database from a French charity,

allows measurement of several distinct appeals scale effects while accounting for underlying

heterogeneity in donation behavior. A segment-level Bayesian model for the distribution of do-

nations clarifies the influence of the appeals scale on donor behavior, as well the effect of

�round� scale values, such as those appearing on common bank notes. We find that the former

effect can account for as much as 12% of overall donation behavior, the latter 7%, and more-

over that these effects are essentially additive. Both effects, as well as proximity of scale points

to a group-wise reference level, substantially alter the distribution of donations received. The

data suggest that donations can be strongly influenced by choosing appropriate quantities to

ask for, suggesting avenues for improving the practice of soliciting charitable requests.
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1. Introduction

A great deal of academic research in Marketing has examined the important

problem of choosing appropriate prices or price ranges for individual goods, ser-

vices, categories and product lines. In such cases, it can be argued that the con-
sumer trades monetary resources for something concrete or tangible (in the case

of goods), or at the very least something for which there is a market-driven range

of values. By contrast, managers working in the fundraising and public sectors face

the recurring challenge of soliciting donations without offering anything of �objec-
tive� value in return. The same donation appeal can elicit grossly different pledges

from households which appear demographically similar, no pledge at all, or different

behavior from the same household at different times. As such, the relation between

what one asks for – the donation appeal – and what one receives is difficult to anti-
cipate.

Previous related research on pricing has largely focused on choice of price for a

particular, isolated product or product line. In the latter case, it has been known

since the work of Monroe (1973) that the range (or scale) of prices itself, as much

as each individual price, serves to influence buyer behavior. Compared with the more

common setting of goods and services, the charity fundraising sector possesses char-

acteristics making it an attractive arena for studying the effects of price scale. For

example, such effects are not strongly influenced by variations in product character-
istics, as the products themselves – purely monetary donations – are intangible; nor

are they strongly influenced by distribution or sales force efforts, as fundraising takes

place at a distance, typically by phone or through mass mailings. Moreover, the di-

rect marketing context facilitates the implementation of large-scale experiments in a

�natural� setting.
The influence of scaling or context effects in fundraising has been studied mainly

in face-to-face interactions (e.g., Reingen, 1982), and to a lesser extent through

mailed or phoned donation appeals carried out in accordance with standard experi-
mental design methods. Such context effects have been decisively demonstrated and,

generally speaking, requests for larger sums result both in a rise in average donation

and in a decrease in donation frequency. However, the results obtained by various

researchers are not always convergent on even these points (Schibrowsky & Peltier,

1995; Weyant, 1996), let alone more subtle ones.

The objective of the present study is to formulate a model which can aid in under-

standing how what one requests affects what one receives, clearly a crucial question

for managers trying to plan their donation drives and, over time, to improve their
efficacy. Such a model should account for the consequences of a price scale – hence-

forth, the appeals scale – taking into consideration both contextual effects due to

manner of communicating the donation request (i.e., by mail, phone, etc.), as well
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as prior donation histories. Because appeals scales typically require choosing among

a menu of specific quantities, we model it as a set of discrete �attraction� points. As

suggested by prior research, respondent groups make use of latent, internal reference

values – based on their donation histories – so that proximity to appeals scale points

can predispose them to accept one of the suggested donation amounts, resort to one
of their own, or eschew donation entirely.

The class of models developed in this paper allows concurrent measurement of

scale attraction effects, the role of common bank note denominations, and the asym-

metry of attraction to higher and lower scale values (as predicted, for example, by

Prospect Theory; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Density estimation and Geweke�s
(1993) heteroscedastic normal linear regression (HNLR) model allow us to disentan-

gle a variety of scale attraction effects. We find that points appearing on the scale

exert a decisive influence on donor behavior, even when such a conclusion is not ap-
parent based on standard efficacy measures, such as the mean donation received or

donation frequency. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the theore-

tical framework underlying donation response is discussed; a series of donation-

group-level models are developed; the data and variable definitions are presented;

followed by model estimation results and their implications for scale design.

2. Foundations

In formulating the models presented later, we incorporate effects for which there is

broad prior empirical support. Extensive literature in reference pricing and scale de-

sign suggests a set of constructs which need be accounted for in a reasonable model
of donation behavior. We briefly review prior research relevant to the model formu-

lation below.

2.1. The role of the appeals scale

With regards to carrying out charitable appeals, many studies have decisively

demonstrated the efficacy of manipulation techniques used in Social Psychology

(Abraham & Bell, 1994; Doob & McLaughlin, 1989; Smith, 1980). When donation

requests were carried out through direct mailings, Weyant (1996) found that the ap-

peals scale served as a set of ‘‘external’’ (i.e., exogenous) reference points. Research

has addressed the relationship between amount requested of donors and the beha-
vior subsequently expressed, in terms of frequency of giving and the average amount

of such donations (DeJong & Oopik, 1992; Schibrowsky & Peltier, 1995; Weyant &

Smith, 1987). This line of research revealed other intriguing behavior: while a sub-

stantial proportion of the population tended to �go along� with the values expressed

on the scale, the central scale value was not the one most often chosen. Fraser, Hite,

and Sauer (1988) found, by manipulating scale extremes directly (i.e., by an increase

in the value requested) or indirectly, that donation frequency is not systematically,

negatively related to the average amount donated.
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An analogous line of inquiry has been investigated extensively by psychologists

wishing to design better survey scales, relatively free of anchoring or overt contextual

effects. In a major recent review of the extant literature, Schwarz (1999) emphasizes

the ‘‘emergence of context effects in attitude measurement’’, particularly in question

format and scaling. Response scales have been approached as de facto frames of ref-
erence, directly altering judgments (Schwarz, Bless, Bohner, Harlacher, & Kellen-

benz, 1991), a perspective recently supported in the context of mail and telephone

survey response categories (Rockwood, Sangster, & Dillman, 1997). These studies

suggest the broad influence of the appeals scale on the success of donation requests.

Taken together, they emphasize the effects of moderating variables and the need for

an integrative model which accounts both for scale values and for prior donor behav-

ior. The model we develop specifically addresses both issues.

2.2. The donation decision

Faced with an appeal for funds, one must choose whether to respond at all, and

then possibly the conditions and amount of payment. This explicit ordering – with

quantity conditional on a (binary) choice – is shorn up by the format of the fund ap-

peal itself, which ordinarily requests an initial pledge commitment, followed by de-

termination of the donation amount. A variety of �alternatives� is typically offered, in

the form of a discrete menu of amounts (e.g., $10, $25, $50, $100, etc.), from which
the respondent chooses. Respondents are also free to select quantities not appearing

on the appeals scale, either within its range or beyond its endpoints, at their own ini-

tiative. The model developed in this paper will measure the �attractive� effects of the
appeals scale – that is, quantify its importance across the respondent pool – while

accounting for differences in incidence (i.e., donating or not donating) across groups

with different prior donation behavior.

2.3. Reference effects and prices

Prior research has firmly established that various alternatives are evaluated not in

an �absolute�manner, but relative to a point of reference. In fact, one of three ‘‘major

generalizations’’ in the extensive overview of consumer choice models by Meyer and

Johnson (1995) dealt with the importance of reference-dependence, a view supported

in the comprehensive review by Kalyanaram and Winer (1995). The relative impor-

tance of the two potential sources of information – internal (what one knows) and

external/environmental (what one finds out or is told) – depends on a variety of in-
dividual-specific and environmental factors (Sherif, Taub, & Hovland, 1958; Payne,

Bettman, & Johnson, 1992).

Research on reference pricing, in particular, has emphasized the importance of si-

multaneously making use of �internal� as well as �external� referents (Rajendran &

Tellis, 1994; Zollinger, 1993). Special note should be made of the study of Mayhew

andWiner (1992), who distinguish the effects of internal and external reference prices,

the former a mnemonic hybrid of actual, recent or fair prices, the latter referring to ex-

ternally supplied price information, typically at the time of purchase. Note, however,
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that for the purposes of model-building, internal reference �prices� – a latent, unobserv-
able construct – must be presumed or inferred. By contrast, external referents are sup-

plied exogenously by the points of the appeals scale itself. We adopt this distinction

between internal and external referents, the former operationalized through past dona-

tion behavior, the latter throughwhich specific points are included on the appeals scale.
While intended behavior is primarily determined by internal (i.e., latent, pre-exist-

ing) factors, manipulating the decision context through the appeals scale exerts influ-

ence on actual choice. This is particularly the case when a scale offering several

discrete responses is presented. For example, the ability to anticipate donation

response deteriorates as the appeal is placed ever further from what respondents

�intend� to donate (though this quantity can only be inferred). Indeed, Urbany,

Bearden, and Weilbaker (1988) report that a donation request that is considered un-

realistic (e.g., asking for far more than someone is willing to give), fails to apprecia-
bly influence donor behavior.

2.4. Internal and external referents

Compared with other salient dimensions of an alternative or product, price is typi-

cally of pivotal importance, for several reasons: the scale is continuous, expressed in

readily-understood units, and is simple to use for comparison. It is important to con-

sider the likely outcome of a donation appeal being out of line with what respondents
anticipate, that is, when it is near to or far from, either above or below, their intended

�internal�donation (if any). Tobetter understandhow the appeals scalemay affect over-

all pattern of donation behavior, it is instructive to consider a specific scenario.

An example. Although this notion is formalized later, a guiding example might in-

volve a respondent who has some specific �internal� donation reference value, in prin-

ciple unknown to the researcher, in mind. For the purposes of illustration, we choose

an amount of, approximately, $42; 2 a cursory examination of actual donation data,

however, indicates that such quantities are seldom expressed. Rather, respondents
may choose to donate any of a number of other amounts, for example, nearby mul-

tiples of $5 ($40 or $45), of $10 ($40 or $50), of $25 ($25 or $50) or the nearest points

on an offered appeals scale. The actual amount donated will depend, therefore, on how

strongly respondents wish to conform to the set appeals scale, and how they compare

upward and downward deviations from their internal reference donations. In this exam-

ple, respondents offered an appeals scale of {$10, $25, $50, $100} may deem $50

�closer� than $25 to the (latent) $42 reference donation, and choose the former,

whereas an appeals scale of $10 multiples would result in a $40 final donation;
alternatively, respondents faced with an appeals scale with exclusively large

amounts (e.g., all over $100) may choose not to donate at all, or to choose a value

2 We stress that it is not necessary that respondents hold such specific intended donation amounts in

their heads, but merely that they can be systematically accounted for by prior donation behavior in terms

of a point estimate. That is, such a value is �internal�: not explicitly expressed, a latent construct which the

model must infer. Respondents may also restrict themselves to �pre-rounded� quantities, a possibility for

which the model allows.
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not appearing on the scale, but close to the $42 (internal) reference donation. The

main point here is not that respondents may have some �internal� reference donation;
rather, if they do, we wish to assess how it is influenced by the use of an explicit ap-

peals scale, and the specific quantities which comprise it.

2.5. Framing and asymmetry in relation to reference values

Consider a situation in which what one wishes to donate, say, $75, lies midway

between two points of the appeals scale, e.g., $50 and $100. If the appeals scale exerts

influence to choose one of the scale values ($50 and $100) instead of the internal ref-

erent ($75), it is natural to ask whether the upward or downward pull is stronger, all

else equal. Fashioning scales which encourage generosity is clearly an important

question for fund-raisers.
Prior research on pricing amply demonstrates the importance of both asymmetry

and framing. Studies of risky choice and mental accounting (Kahneman & Tversky,

1979; Thaler, 1985; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981) overwhelmingly show that �gains�
and �losses� are accounted for differently; pronounced sensitivity to loss, for example,

explains such behavior as aversion to extremes (Simonson & Tversky, 1992). The

main consequence of this theory is an asymmetry in the effects of price variations:

an increase in price (in relation to the reference point, i.e., a loss) produces a greater

absolute effect than an identical decrease. Although there have been confirmatory
empirical results (e.g., Hardie, Johnson, & Fader, 1993), asymmetric response may

also be partially explained in aggregate by respondent heterogeneity (e.g., G€oon€uul
& Srinivasan, 1993). The model we develop explicitly allows for such asymmetric

scale �attraction� effects, relative to respondents� (inferred) reference points.

3. Conceptual model

In line with prior literature, we posit that the amount to be donated is contingent

on the position of the (internal) reference donation in relation to the (external) �re-
quest� conveyed by the appeals scale. Simply put, if the points on the scale don�t
mesh with what donors are prepared to give, they may take one of four actions rel-

ative to their internal reference donation: (1) donate more, (2) donate less, (3) ignore

the scale entirely and donate what they had planned to, or (4) do not donate at all.

The main purpose of the present study is to model how the input variables – prior

donation behavior and the values constituting the appeals scale – serve to determine
which course of action is taken, and to what extent.

The donation amount. We take the internal reference (or expected) donation to be

determined by previous donations. The external reference donation is determined on

the basis of the appeals scale and its mode of communication. 3 When the decision to

3 It is very likely that prior donation behavior, and thus the external reference value, was influenced by

the same variables as the current donation amount, as well as other unmeasured contextual factors. We do

not account for this directly, but take the external reference, which is directly observed, as a benchmark, as

in an ARMA model. We thank a reviewer for pointing this out.
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donate is made, the amount of the donation will depend on the gap between the in-

ternal reference donation and the appeals scale points closest to it; when the gap is

perceived as too great, the appeals scale is �rejected� in favor of one composed of

rounded values (Urbany et al., 1988). By ‘‘rounded values’’, we refer to the propen-

sity for donations to be expressed in familiar denominations (as explained in the
forthcoming empirical application). While it is tempting to eschew common denomi-

nations entirely, the data strongly support their use.

Scaling. In formulating a model, one must take account of the great degree of

variation in donation amount across the donor pool, typically comprising three or

more orders of magnitude. As is often the case with such large ranges, Weber�s
Law provides useful scaling guidelines. Originally put forth as a perceptual model,

Weber�s Law has been used as the basis of an economic theory of risk perception

in stochastic choice; Kacelnik and Abreu (1998) show it can account for the Pros-
pect-theoretic asymmetric effects typically manifested as risk-seeking for losses and

risk-avoiding for gains. Zanker (1995), who employs the Weber Law in general per-

ceptual context, argues for an explicitly logarithmic scale, a view we adopt in the pre-

sent study. Given this scaling, all deviations in the model are multiplicative: a

respondent planning to donate $10, but asked to donate $20, is modeled similarly

to one planning to donate $100, but asked for $200.

3.1. Hypotheses

To sum up the discussion thus far, the main goals of the present paper are to mea-

sure, and thereby compare the relative influence of, three distinct effects.

• That of an amount�s appearing on the scale presented to respondents (later termed

Scale).

• That of an amount�s being (perhaps a small multiple of) a common denomination

(Round).
• That of attraction effects, the �pull� of the closest scale points above and below (DU

and DL).

To encompass the broadest set of effects attributable to the appeals scale, we will

directly model (a transform of) the overall donation cdf, the cumulative distribution of

donations. If the appeals scale does affect the overall donation distribution, it should

draw the donation cdf towards the points of the appeals scale. By similar reasoning,

and in line with the findings of Urbany et al. (1988), rounded values should also exert
such a �drawing� effect on the donation cdf. Because the appeals scale is communicated

at the time of request, while respondents fall back on rounded values of their own vo-

lition, scale attraction effects should be stronger than those of rounded values. Hence,

we hypothesize that, in terms of the overall donation distribution.

H1. Appeals scale points (Scale) will draw donations toward them.

H2. Rounded values (Round) will draw donations toward them.

H3. The effects of Scale will be stronger than those of Round.
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The final scale effects about which we anticipate distributional effects are the

upper and lower deviations from adjacent scale points; we call these, respectively,

DU and DL. Bearing in mind that we will model attraction effects on the donation

cdf, we expect the lower scale point to exert a downward pull and the higher point

an upward one. A prospect-theoretic interpretation would suggest that �losses� – con-
strued as (negative) deviations from upper scale points – will exert a stronger pull

than gains of the same size. Finally, we expect neither of these �comparative� effects
to be as strong as those for Scale or Round. Formally, then, in terms of the donation

distribution.

H4. Greater proximity to an upper scale point (DU) will draw donations upward.

H5. Greater proximity to a lower scale point (DL) will draw donations downward.

H6. Proximity to an upper scale point will exert a greater pull than that to a lower
scale point.

H7. The joint effects of proximity to scale points (DU and DL taken together) will be

weaker than those of either Scale or Round.

3.2. Empirical application: Data, models and variables

A large-scale experiment was carried out as part of a French charity�s national
fundraising campaign. The charity holds fund-raising drives several times per year,

so it is able to maintain a database of donation requests, responses and donation

amounts, as well as records of whether the donation appeal was made by mail or

door-to-door canvassing. As detailed below, a typical fund drive can involve well

over 100,000 donation appeals.

Segments and Groups. Three main donor Segments were made available for the

present study: a segment of Irregular donors (IR), and two segments of Regular do-

nors offering their donations through two different channels, one through Mailings
(RM), the other typically through door-to-door Canvassing (RC). The regular donor

segments (RM and RC) were further partitioned into Groups based on an index of

their previous donation amounts, 4 three groups for each segment of regular donors

(RM1–3 and RC1–3), whereas Irregular donors were partitioned into four groups

(IR0–3), to account for smaller donations from this segment. These donation groups

were determined by the charity, based on observed household-level behavior over a

two-year period; neither the group divisions nor appeals scale determination were

4 This index, and the resulting segment partitions, is standard practice for the charity, and consists of a

simple average of the donations made by the household over the previous two full years. While not ideal

from an experimental design perspective, it is the charity�s long-trusted method of segmentation, and we

had no choice but to accept it. Heterogeneity could not be directly measured, although the (HNLR) model

employed below at least partly corrects for this. Ideally, some form of latent segmentation (e.g., Kamakura

& Russell, 1989) might be performed, were full individual data histories available. Examination of other

summary data measures (not reported) indicated that the classifications used by the charity had broad

legitimacy.
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influenced by the design or goals of the present study. In a real sense, then, the data,

despite its unusual richness, must be treated as something of an �autonomous arti-

fact�.
Data, appeals scales and subgroups. In order to better understand the role of the

appeals scale on donation behavior, a Standard scale was employed for approxi-

mately half of donation requests, with those households chosen to receive the Stan-

dard scale randomly determined. This Standard scale was used extensively in prior

donation drives, and was thus considered both reliable and useful for calibration
purposes. Further, for the purpose of gauging scale effects, several alternative ap-

peals scales were devised, henceforth referred to as Test scales, for the remaining

households.

Each of the appeals scales used included five points, as listed in Table 1. The Stan-

dard scale, which was used for previous mail appeals, was identical for all groups

(100, 150, 250, 500, 1000 FF and ‘‘other amount’’). It is important to note that

the small number of points on each scale allows us to literally define it by its (five)

anchor points, rather than by appealing to synthetic summary indicators of its struc-
ture or distribution (such as centroid, range, density or progression; Hempel &

Daniel, 1993).

Thus, there are 10 distinct groups, based on type of appeal (Mail or Canvassing),

regularity of donation (IR or R) and anticipated donation. As described above, each

of these 10 resulting groups was further subdivided based on a random binary

draw, the first receiving the Standard scale and the second a Test scale, so that there

are 20 distinct Subgroups to be accounted for in model estimation. 5 Summary

Table 1

Appeals scales

Segments Prior

donation

Standard scale

100 FF 150 FF 250 FF 500 FF 1000 FF Other

Test scales

Center

RM and RC 1 120 FF 180 FF 250 FF 350 FF 500 FF Other

2 120 FF 200 FF 350 FF 500 FF 750 FF Other

3 150 FF 250 FF 400 FF 600 FF 1000 FF Other

IR 0 70 FF 120 FF 200 FF 300 FF 400 FF Other

1 120 FF 200 FF 350 FF 500 FF 750 FF Other

2 100 FF 150 FF 200 FF 350 FF 500 FF Other

3 150 FF 250 FF 400 FF 600 FF 1000 FF Other

5 For consistency, we henceforth use the term Segments to refer to the three methods of communication

(RM, RC, IR), Groups to refer to RM1–3, RC1–3, IR0–3, and Subgroups to refer to the groups as split into

the Standard and Test scales integral to the field experiment. Thus, there are three segments, 10 groups,

and 20 subgroups.
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statistics – number of mailings, response rate and mean donation amount – for each

subgroup are given in Table 2.
We note three apparently anomalous features of the various Test scales. First, in

each of the three donation segments (RM, RC, IR), only the Test scale for Group 3

dominates the Standard scale, and only the IR0 scale is in turn dominated by it. 6

While this in itself is not problematic for model estimation or subsequent interpreta-

tion, it does not afford the best basis for distinguishing the 10 groups� donation be-

havior. Second, there is what might be termed an inversion in the IR1 (120F, 200F,

350F, 500F, 750F) and IR2 (100F, 150F, 200F, 350F, 500F) Test scales; IR1�s pre-
vious mean donation and yield (183.9F; 11.5%) are clearly less than the analogous
quantities for IR2 (272.1F; 14.1%). So it is that in some groups, respondents are be-

ing asked to donate a greater quantity than those in other groups with historically

lower donations. Again, while this presents no theoretical modeling challenges, it

risks conjuring up greater within-group variation, making scaling effects harder to

discern. Third, the means and medians of the various scales often vary significantly

from the groupwise donation means of Table 2, again potentially inducing additional

within-group variation in the subsequent donation data. While this may appear to be

a serious problem, we point out that a nearly prefect match between prior donation
behavior and the subsequent Test scale would amount to a confound, making it dif-

ficult to conclude anything concrete about the relative effects of prior behavior and

scale attraction. As none of the scales was under experimental control, we therefore

note that these three Test scale anomalies are problematic mainly in their effects on

groupwise differences, biasing against the detection of scaling effects at the aggregate

Table 2

Average donation amounts and frequencies for each subgroup

Prior donation

level
Segment IR Segment RM Segment RC

Scales Scales Scales

Standard Test Standard Test Standard Test

0 Mailings 12,390 12,439

Mean donation 134.3 132.1

Total yield (%) 5.5 5.8

1 Mailings 5648 5666 10,810 10,812 3539 3941

Mean donation 183.9 186.2 144.4 151.8 142.7 158.3

Total yield (%) 11.5 11.0 42.4 40.6 13.6 13.6

2 Mailings 3623 3630 7560 7566 1836 1838

Mean donation 272.1 268.8 267.3 274.6 285.3 285.6

Total yield (%) 14.1 13.5 46.0 46.2 18.5 18.7

3 Mailings 2691 2702 7540 7544 1548 1551

Mean donation 663.3 712.8 844.0 847.5 910.4 902.2

Total yield (%) 12.0 13.7 48.1 45.6 20.9 19.5

6 We use ‘‘domination’’ in the standard sense of being greater than or equal to corresponding points.
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level. The HNLR regression methodology employed, as explained below, is designed

to at least partially mitigate such heterogeneity problems across the 20 subgroups.

3.3. Models and variables

Because the data made available by the charity was pre-aggregated by donation

subgroup, we approach the modeling of donation amount though a segment-level

model. We therefore approach this as kernel density estimation, modeling the dona-

tion cdf. The cdf can take into account all twenty subgroups at once, in terms of both

‘‘whether’’ they donate (incidence) and ‘‘how much’’ (amount or quantity), as ex-

plained below (Section 3.5). In accordance with Weber�s Law, all scale deviations

are scaled logarithmically to allow the encoding of scale and attraction effects over

a broad range of monetary amounts. Donations are classified in three ways: those
exactly at a scale point, those at a round value, 7 and those falling between such val-

ues. By classifying donations in this manner, a picture of the cumulative donation

distribution is obtained, and the resulting distribution parameters, described below,

can then be estimated for each of the 10 donation groups (RM1–3, RC1–3, IR0–3).

3.4. Dependent variable: Density estimation of donation cdf by subgroup

The goal of density estimation is, as the name suggests, to recover an unknown
density. This is typically accomplished by modeling the cumulative distribution func-

tion, which offers the distinct benefit of monotonicity. We follow the method set

forth in Gershenfeld (1999), so that the (dependent) variable to be explained is the

proportion of donations received falling into each of three types of predefined

classes – a scale point, a round value, or an intermediate value – as follows.

Starting with gross values in French francs, donations are parceled into three

types of classes: corresponding to anchor points used on one of the scales (e.g.,

70, 100, 120, 180, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500, 600, 750, 1000, as in Table 1), for
round numbers not used on the scale (e.g., 50, 150, 1500, 2000, etc.), or in inter-

mediate classes bounded by these values; in the last of these cases, the range is

represented by geometric center (henceforth the �log-center�) of its bounds, in accor-

dance with the logarithmic scaling employed throughout (so that, for example, end-

points of 100 and 400 would have a �center� of 200, the geometric mean, not 250, the

arithmetic one).

For example, the IR2 Test scale has adjacent scale points of 200F and 350F. A

donation of exactly 200F or 350F would be classified as being on the Scale (thus
yielding a 1 for the binary Scale variable), a donation of 250F would be classified

7 While the notion of a �round� quantity is seemingly intuitive, it is nonetheless difficult to make precise.

�Round� numbers are operationalized in the present paper as the face values of commonly used French

currency notes or small integral multiples thereof. Based on the data used here, this functional definition

accounts for all but a negligible proportion of off-scale donation amounts, in the sense that adding or

removing additional �rounded� values does not substantially alter any aspect of the analysis.
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as Round, and a donation of 240F would be classified as Intermediate. All donations

can be classified in this manner, and it is from these so-called ‘‘bin counts’’ that the

donation cdf, by subgroup, is built up (Gershenfeld, 1999; Silverman, 1986).

This process, and the scaling to be introduced to accommodate it, can be under-
stood by considering the situation depicted in Fig. 1a and b.

The cdfs for the three different donation subgroups in theRM segment (RM1,RM2,

RM3 for the �Standard� scale) appear in Fig. 1a. It is quite obvious that these (sub)-

groups have different patterns of donation behavior, an observation that would hold

were we to reproduce a similar graph for the other two segments (IR andRC) or indeed

for any three (sub)groups chosen at random. 8 In modeling appeals scale attraction

effects, then, what we wish to do is to formulate a unified model which harnesses the

statistical power of all 20 subgroups at once. To achieve this, then, we use a linear trans-
formation of the underlying scale to allow the separate subgroups’ (transformed) cdfs to

align as closely as possible. So, if y ¼ GðxÞ is the cdf for any of the (sub)groups, we re-
place it byGða þ bG�1ðyÞÞ, adopting the standard terms location and scale parameters

    

Fig. 1. (a) and (b) CDFs for three donation subgroups (RM1–3, Standard) untransformed and trans-

formed; (c) transformed CDFs for all 20 donation subgroups.

8 We parenthesize ‘‘sub’’ in (sub)group to indicate that comparisons can be made between the Standard

and Test scales within a group, or by aggregating the Standard and Test scales and comparing across

groups.
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for and, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1b, the resulting transformed cdfs retain their

overall pattern of rises and falls, and conform as closely to one another as possible,

up to linearity. It is possible to produce such transformed graphs for all twenty sub-

groups on a common axis, to offer a visual feel for the transformation process; this ap-

pears, in the semi-log scaling which typifies the model, in Fig. 1c.

3.5. Accounting for incidence rates across subgroups

Such a linear transformation does more than harness statistical power, which

would, taken on its own, be decidedly ad hoc. Rather, this allows the model to ac-

count for the vastly different donation �incidence� rates appearing in Table 2, which

range from a low of 5.5% (IR0, Standard) to a high of 48.1% (RM3, Standard). It is

important to realize that, considered from the point of view of the cdf, conditioning
on having made a donation is equivalent to linear transformation. The reason for this is

straightforward, if not immediately obvious. A �mass point� consisting of all non-

donations merely adds a (potentially large) discrete jump to the cdf at 0; the uncon-

ditional and the conditional cdf – conditioning on donation – are therefore identical

up to linearity, for all non-zero donations. So, similar to the use of brand-specific

constants in scanner data models, which allow the brands to have different (aggre-

gate) levels of intrinsic preference, the linear transform allows each group to have

a different intrinsic propensity to donate. Simply put, the model allows for such be-
tween-group differences, but does not offer a theory for why they exist: different

groups simply behave differently (and, given that the various groups were formed

by the charity based on their prior donation behavior, this is hardly surprising).

Thus, the by-group transformations help account for heterogeneity in both amount

donated and donation incidence – both ‘‘whether’’ and ‘‘how much’’.

Because we will take errors to be normally distributed, the cumulative distribution

for donations is modeled as in inverse normal transform, which maps the unit inter-

val for the cdf into a presumably interval-scaled, unbounded variable on the whole
real line. To avoid placing undue emphasis on distribution extremes, which exert dis-

proportionate leverage, classes corresponding to cumulative frequencies under 2.5%

or over 97.5% are not entered into the analysis; as usual, excluding high-leverage ex-

tremes serves to lower standard measures of model fit. In thus accounting for 95% of

the observed donation frequency data, 381 data points remain, 9 across the twenty

subgroups, representing the transformed cdf for donation amount.

9 For each of the 20 subgroups, donations are parceled into one of 39 classes: 5 �scale� points, 14 �round�
values related to French currency notes (i.e., 5þ 14 ¼ 19 discrete points) or one of the 20 �intermediate�
intervals (18 between, 1 above, and 1 below). This yields 20� 39 ¼ 780 bins for density estimation.

Trimming the smallest and greatest 2.5% of donations (to decrease outlier leverage, as explained) has the

effect of �removing� nearly half these bins, mainly the very large classes which received few, if any,

donations (e.g., almost none over 2500F). We report that increasing the 2.5% quantity had little

substantive effect on model results, while decreasing it caused strong distortions, so that sporadic large

donations disproportionately determined the model�s parameters. We stress that the model is accounting

for 95% of donations, even if approximately half the potential data bins were trimmed (many of which

would have been anyway, due to no donations at all falling into them).
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3.6. Parameterization

There are several possibilities for specifying the structure of the model for the

donation cdf, all of which can be thought of in terms of heterogeneity and para-

metric restrictions. All fall within the domain of fixed-effects models. For exam-
ple, one approach would be to take each of the 20 subgroups as separate

entities, estimating parameters for each; another would be to restrict the para-

meters for corresponding Test and Standard appeals scale subgroups to be iden-

tical, their difference measured by a single dummy variable. The approach taken

here is to estimate several such models, searching for qualitative commonalities

across them, and testing for differences between them. In this way, model impli-

cations can be separated from parametric specifications to as great an extent pos-

sible. Where there is little difference between models, the most parsimonious is
presented. We first consider the manner in which explanatory variables enter the

model.

Shape parameters. Donation class amounts are entered into the estimation in the

form log½X � ci�, where ci is a �shape� parameter for each subgroup, and X is either a

scale point, round value, or intermediate value (i.e., log-center of adjacent appeals

scale bounds; see Footnote 9). We view these as shape-altering parameters required

by the logarithmic scale, and not as strict scale �zeros� or comparison values used by

subjects. Their primary purpose is to avoid misspecifications arising from the specific
shape of the log transform.

Presence of point on appeals scale (SCALESCALE). Binary variable, 1 if the point is pre-

sent on the scale offered, 0 otherwise. For each of the donation subgroups, there are

therefore five non-zero values, corresponding to which points made up the scale for

that subgroup (as in Table 1). By hypothesis (H1), scale value attraction suggests a

positive coefficient.

Round numbers (ROUNDROUND). Binary variable, 1 if the donation is a round number

(whether or not it is on the scale), 0 otherwise. By hypothesis, the coefficient should
be positive (H2), but smaller than that for Scale (H3).

Deviation in relation to adjacent anchor points. Consistent with logarithmic scaling,

we define two variables, the upper and lower deviations (DU and DL), related to the

logarithm of the proportional deviation of the donation class value or log-center (X)

from the adjacent upper (AU) and lower (AL) anchor points (either Scale or Round):

DU ¼ log½1þ ðAU � X Þ=AU�; DL ¼ log½1þ ðX � ALÞ=AL�:
Note that both DU and DL are non-negative and increasing in distance from their

respective anchor points. To ensure that the associated distance is zero when X
values are scale points or round values, 1 is added inside both log functions. That

increased distances should result in marginally reduced effects is taken into ac-

count by the logarithmic scaling; it should be noted that, because of the loga-

rithmic form for these variables, their coefficients have the effect of power

transforms on the distance metric, so distance to anchor points is encoded

multiplicatively, not linearly. Because the dependent variable is (a monotonic
transform of) the cumulative donation distribution, we would anticipate the effect
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of being near an upper anchor as positive, and the opposite for a lower an-

chor. 10

3.7. The heteroscedastic normal linear regression model

Because of the wide range of donation values and the degree of (anticipated) hete-

rogeneity across donation (sub)groups, we cannot presume that error variances are

constant, that is, that the homoscedastic assumptions underlying OLS will hold. To

extract unbiased estimates of the coefficients of interest, we must estimate the rela-

tionship between the donation cdf and the various input variables without relying

on such assumptions, allowing for a non-trivial degree of heteroscedasticity. To

do so, we take a Bayesian approach, making use of the considerable power of the

Gibbs sampling methodology. Geweke (1993) was among the first to develop such
a model, which he termed heteroscedastic normal linear regression (HNLR). The

original use for HNLR lay in explicitly modeling non-constant error variances

and outliers, which is our motivation for applying it here. We briefly review the fun-

damentals of Geweke�s (1993) formulation. Readers uninterested in Bayesian and

technical modeling details can think of the model as a heteroscedastic form of

OLS – coefficient interpretation is identical – and proceed to the following section.

The HNLR model is given as

y ¼ Xb þ �;

� 	 N ½0; r2W �; W ¼ diagðw1;w2; . . . ;wnÞ;
r / 1=r;

r=wi 	 ID v2ðrÞ=r;
r 	 Cðm; kÞ;

ð1Þ

where y is an n� 1 vector of dependent variable observations, X is an n� k matrix of

explanatory variables, a multivariate normal prior is placed on b and a diffuse prior
on r. The parameters to be estimated are b; r and the relative variance terms

(w1;w2; . . . ;wn), which are assumed fixed but unknown. It may initially appear

nonsensical to attempt to estimate the nfwig parameters in addition to the ðk þ 1Þ
�ordinary� regression coefficients (b; r), with only n observations at our disposal.

However, the Bayesian approach assigns independent v2ðrÞ=r prior distributions to
the {wi} terms, so that they depend only on the hyperparameter r, and so only a

single additional parameter is required to account for the n independent entries of

the error covariance matrix.
The prior assigned to the wi terms can be best understood by considering that its

mean and variance are, respectively, 1 and 2=r. Thus, large values of r reflect the

10 Note that using the log-center of a donation class serves to increase linear distances to the upper

anchor point, and therefore, relatively, lowers the coefficient for DU. This scaling can only be claimed to

bias in favor of the former hypothesis, so that finding for the latter constitutes fairly strong evidence in

favor of asymmetry of the type expected on the basis of Prospect theory.
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special limiting case � 	 N ½0; r2In�, and therefore indicate a prior belief that outliers

and non-constant variances are not problematic for the data at hand. The model

specification is completed by noting that values assigned to the hyperparameter r
are accounted for by assigning it a Cðm; kÞ prior distribution, with mean m=k.

Geweke (1993) relates the conditional and posterior distributions for the HNLR
model using a version of the Theil–Goldberger mixed estimator based on generalized

least-squares. This is followed by the typical approach of Gibbs sampling, condition-

ing on unknown parameters as if their values were known. We refer the reader to

Geweke�s (1993) original paper for technical details and derivations of the three im-

portant conditional distributions, for bjðr;W Þ, for r, and for W jðb; rÞ.
Given these three conditional densities, a Gibbs sampler can be formulated for the

HNLR model in the usual fashion, assigning starting values for all parameters to be

estimated, making successive draws, and computing posterior distributions. A large
number of such �passes� through the Gibbs sampler ensures that the true joint con-

ditional distribution of all sampled parameters will be approached. All model com-

putations were carried out in MATLABMATLAB, with �burn-in� periods of 1000 passes through

the chain, and 10,000 actual draws on which parameter estimates are based. A va-

riety of chain-convergence diagnostics confirm that the model has in fact settled into

its long-run state, and the asymptotically correct HNLR estimates have been

achieved. 11

3.8. Formal model statement

The model can then be stated formally as follows:

Y ¼ ai þ bi log½X � cj� þ bSScaleþ bRRound þ bUDU þ bLDL þ �;

where ai and bi are, respectively, �location� and �scale� parameters for each subgroup,

i; cj is a �shape� parameter for each subgroup, j; bS, bR, bU and bL are the effects

coefficients, common across subgroup; X is a scale point, round value or log-center

of a subgroup; Y is U�1½F �; � is as given in (1).
The final issue in specifying the model is the appropriate method to account for

the 20 different subgroups, which here comprise three dimensions: solicitation method

(i.e., the three Segments: RM, RC, IR), donation tendency (i.e., the 10 Groups:

11 We appealed to five such diagnostics: (1) autocorrelation estimates; (2) Raftery–Lewis MCMC

diagnostics, and Geweke�s; (3) numerical standard errors (NSE); (4) relative numerical efficiency (RNE);

and (5) Chi-squared means tests. The (time-series) autocorrelation estimates indicate the degree of

dependence in the sequence of parameter draws; there was no evidence of significant autocorrelation at

lags of 1, 5, 10 and 50. Raftery–Lewis diagnostics suggest a minimum chain length to achieve a desired

degree (here 99%) accuracy for the parameters for M1; this was 937, well below the 10,000 used. NSE

estimates were very small for all parameters in all models (almost all less than 0.001). RNE estimates

indicate how close to IID the posterior sample was; they were indistinguishable from 1 (indicating near

perfect independence). Finally, the Geweke Chi-squared tests compare parameter means for the first 20%

and last 50% of the sample; in no case, for any of the models, could we reject the hypothesis of equality. In

short, there is a strong indication that the MCMC routine converged to equilibrium. For additional detail,

see Raftery and Lewis (1996).
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RM1–3, RC1–3, IR0–3), and scale type offered (Standard and Test). There is no

a priori reason to presume that there are not, therefore, 20 subgroups to be sepa-

rately parameterized; nor is there a reason why the shape parameters fcjg need con-

form to the same subgroup breakdown as the location faig and scale fbig parameters.

A variety of models have therefore been fit, to the extent that they were sensible
from an interpretive vantage point. The ai and bi parameters must, at the very least,

be distinct in each of the 10 donation groups (RM1–3, RC1–3, IR0–3); models were

therefore fit with either distinct values for the Standard and Test subgroups or con-

strained to a single value, requiring, respectively, either 20 or 10 parameters each

for faig and fbig. There is a wider range of possibilities for the shape parameters

fcjg, which can similarly take 20 or 10 values, but which may also take 2 (Test vs.

Standard) or 1, the last presuming the same parameter for all subgroups. Thus,

there are 2� 2� 4 ¼ 16 possible models to estimate, requiring anywhere from 25
through 64 parameters, depending on, respectively, location, scale and shape. All

models were fit using through a constrained Newton–Raphson algorithm, the esti-

mation proceeding in two stages, with faig and fbig fit through Gibbs sampling

conditional on fcjg. 12

We report at the outset that we found no significant differences for using different

values of faig or fbig for corresponding Standard and Test scale subgroups. This

implies that there were no systematic differences in terms of donation frequency be-

tween the standard and test scale groups (given the discussion of the role of linear
transformation in the model). Thus, we focus our attention solely on differences in

donation amount, and therefore report results solely for the �parsimonious� models,

those which use 10 values each for faig and fbig (that is, which do not estimate

different location and scale parameters for corresponding Test and Standard scale

subgroups). The only remaining issue is the number of shape parameters fcjg used,

either 1 (all subgroups identical), 2 (Standard and Test subgroups distinct), 10 (each

Group distinct) or 20 (each Subgroup distinct). Formal model comparisons (avail-

able from the authors) suggested that the first option, with a single shape parameter
(cj), was preferred in terms of parsimony and overall fit; we refer to this model as

M1.

4. Empirical results

Before referring to model implications, several findings are apparent from the raw

results for the collection drive, listed in Table 2. The following relationships can be
gleaned from the data without recourse to any specific model.

12 While we do not wish to belabor purely econometric issues, it is important to understand exactly how

the estimation proceeded. For each model parameterization, values for fcjg and r were chosen, and Gibbs

sampling commenced for the remaining HNLR parameters conditional upon them. The values of fcjg and
r were then optimized, based on the HNLR mean-squared-error estimate, through a Newton–Raphson

type constrained optimization algorithm. Thus, the (Gibbs) sampling procedure yields posterior densities

for faig and fbig conditional on the optimized point estimates for fcjg and r.
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• As might be expected, the mean donation amount varies considerably by dona-

tion group, and rises with the mean level of prior donation. For the regular donor

segment and the Standard scale, for example, the amount rises from 144 FF for

the first level (RM1) to 267 FF, and then to 844 FF. Such mean differences are

strongly significant across the three collection types (segments IR, RM, RC),
and speak to the necessity of estimating distribution parameters faig and fbig
for each of the 10 groups separately.

• The relationship between donation frequency and the mean level of prior dona-

tion is also positive, though not so regular as for the previous comparison. There

is a systematic increase in donation frequency for the lower levels as they increase

(i.e., 0–1 and 1–2), though it is unclear whether this is the case for the higher levels

of prior donation (2–3).

• As also might be expected, segment-based differences suggest that the frequency
of previous donation has a strong influence on present donation frequency, rising

from 14.1% for irregular donors (IR2) to 46.0% for regular donors (RM2) (for the

Standard scale at a high level of prior donation, in this example). By contrast, the

impact of donation frequency on average donation amount is far weaker, and

cannot be termed systematic.

• Scale effects are very limited at the aggregate level, and are in fact nearly negligible

in relation to the effect sizes reported (later) from the model estimation. When the

Test scale is displaced strictly upwards in relation to the Standard scale (group 3
of regular donors, and groups 1 and 3 of irregular donors), one expects an in-

crease in the average donation amount and a decrease in the frequency of dona-

tions. While the data generally support these expectations, such differences

between the Standard and Test scales are not always significant, and in several

cases are opposite to what is expected, in particular for segment RC. Specifically,

in the absence of a particular model for these data, one may conclude that scale ef-

fects are either not present or that they actually run counter to hypothesis. The

model accomplishes this by taking account of the entire donation distribution,
as opposed to common summary measures, such as the mean donation amount.

4.1. Model estimation results

Estimation results and relative fit statistics appear in Table 3; point estimates and

standard errors for fai; big appear in Table 4. First and foremost, all models fit ex-

ceptionally well, with the smallest R2-adj value in excess of 0.975. We note that such a
degree of fit is not entirely surprising, given that the model predicts a transformed

value of the donation cdf as a function of a transform of the center of donation

classes, an issue we will revisit and �correct for� in a predictive context. Consequently,

three points should be stressed. First, it is important to realize that, although the

model can be conceptualized in purely predictive terms, its main use here is to (or-

thogonally) subtract systematic effects of the monetary scale from specific, attrac-

tion-based effects of the appeals scale and of rounded values. Second, while

standard tests of raw differences in donation quantity and frequency between the
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Standard and Test scales fall short of significance, all such tests within the context of

the various models are highly significant, as addressed below. Third, there is no sense

in which the dependent variable is being used to predict itself; the shape of the do-
nation cdf and the centers of the classes it comprises are related only in terms of pre-

dictable increase of one with the other, and strong systematic divergence from

linearity is quite possible, although not observed here. 13

4.2. Scale effects

The main goal of the research effort was stated at the outset as clarifying the ef-

fects of the appeals scale – conceptualized in terms of a set of discrete attraction
points – on donor behavior. The first column of Table 3 suggests that all �effects�

Table 3

Model comparisons (n ¼ 381)

HNLR estimates and fit statistics, n ¼ 381

Model M1: {bS;bR;bL;bU} M2: bS ¼ bR M3: bL ¼ �bU

bS 0.292 (0.037) 0.248 (0.031) 0.299 (0.042)

bR 0.180 (0.028) 0.248 (0.031) 0.192 (0.033)

bL )0.524 (0.037) )0.547 (0.041) �0.569 (0.071)

bU 0.638 (0.093) 0.658 (0.102) �0.569 (0.071)

r 3.87 2.980 4.710

R2 0.9769 0.9736 0.9745

R2-adj 0.9755 0.9722 0.9731

se 0.185 0.186 0.186

Log-likelihood )407.47 )411.70 )410.99
�2D(LL) vs. M1 8.457 (1 df) 7.048 (1 df)

p vs. M1 0.004 0.008

Table 4

Estimation results for faig, fbig and c, model M1

Scale, location and shape parameter estimates

RM IR RC

1 2 3 0 1 2 3 1 2 3

M1 ai )10.402 )15.782 )9.700 )8.134 )13.358 )14.270 )9.224 )10.797 )17.242 )9.805
seðaiÞ 0.556 0.427 0.175 0.393 0.559 0.372 0.213 0.627 0.459 0.214

bi 2.100 2.826 1.490 1.731 2.571 2.561 1.464 2.178 3.060 1.495

seðbiÞ 0.107 0.076 0.031 0.073 0.104 0.067 0.036 0.120 0.081 0.035

c )21.50 (All)

13 We stress that the HNLR methodology accounts for heteroscedastic errors, not autocorrelated ones.

Durbin–Watson tests indicate no significant degree of (first-order) serial error correlation for any of the

models.
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coefficients fbS;bR; bU; bLg are both significant (p < 0:0001) and have the expected

sign, offering direct support for hypotheses H1 (bS > 0), H2 (bR > 0), H4 (bU > 0)

and H5 (bL < 0).

Two additional models allow us to test the hypotheses which compare parameter

values, models M2 (for H3: bS > bR) and M3 (for H6: bU > �bL). This is accom-
plished by re-estimating the model under the equality constraints for the parameters

in question, comparing the results through a likelihood-ratio test against (the nested

model) M1. The last row of Table 3 indicates that each of these models differs sig-

nificantly from the unconstrained M1, directly supporting H3 and H6. On the basis

of these tests, we can conclude, respectively, that (1) the �attractive� effects of a point

being on the appeals scale is stronger than it being a rounded value, and (2) that

proximity to an upper scale value pulls more strongly than to a lower scale value.

We point out the coefficients obtained for the scale effect are quite high
(bS � 0:30), far more so than that for the rounded values (bR � 0:18); further, when
the scale itself makes use of round values (that is, those of common denominations),

effects accumulate additively, resulting in an uncommonly strong attraction. 14 How-

ever, these coefficients must not be interpreted as constant values (i.e., as having lin-

ear effects), as they are subject to an inverse normal transform to obtain a cdf value;

near the scale mean, a point�s appearing on the appeals scale translates into an in-

crease of approximately 12%, while at the 10th or 90th percentiles this increase is ap-

proximately 5% (the corresponding figures for round values are and 7% and 3%). 15

We consider these to be rather pronounced effects, and the stability in relative and

absolute magnitude across models is reassuring. Recall that, in the absence of any

type of model, scale effects appeared to be negligible. When appropriately accounted

for, it is fair to claim that as much as 12% of the cumulative donation distribution

hinges on which points are chosen to appear on the appeals scale.

Both the upper and lower anchor points exert non-negligible attraction effects, as

evidenced by their coefficients, bL � �0:50, bU � 0:65; it is important to realize that

these serve as power-transforms on the absolute distance to scale anchors and, be-
cause of this (as well as the non-binary nature of the variables themselves) their val-

ues cannot be compared directly to those for the Scale and Round effects. The

hypothesis of asymmetric attraction effects (H6: bU > �bL), asserting that the upper

anchor point will exert a stronger effect than the lower, is supported for these data. It

is difficult to surmise whether this is an artifact of the scaling used in the problem,

although we report that this effect was consistent across all models estimated, and

appears robust to the specification of the other variables in the analysis. As discussed

previously, this pattern of results is consistent with a Prospect-theoretic interpreta-

14 The inclusion of a multiplicative term, that is, an interaction effect, did not alter the main effects

appreciably. We note that the values of these coefficients are directly comparable due to both variables�
being binary.

15 For a unit change in parameter w, the normal transform of the cdf (F ) indicates that,

b ¼ ½d=dw�/�1½F �; so that dF =dw ¼ buð/�1½F �Þ. Here we have computed this for F ¼ 0:5; 0:1 (and, by

symmetry 0.9), where the values of uð/�1½F �Þ are ð2pÞ�1=2 and ð2pÞ�1=2 exp½�ð1:282Þ2=2�, or 0.399 and

0.175, respectively.
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tion, and is similar in this way to that of Hardie et al. (1993); however, it would be

premature to claim support for any specific theory on this basis alone. The remaining

hypothesis, H7, will be examined in the context of prediction from a calibration to a

hold-out sample.

4.3. Performance in hold-out sample

Data were provided by the charity to allow a test of the model�s predictive abili-

ties, in the form of a calibration and hold-out sample; 16 the analysis was repeated on

the former using model M1. Several points should be raised in regard to a predictive

context for the model. First, because the goal of the modeling effort was to measure

scaling effects with aggregate data, within-donation-group variance is not an element

of the prediction; in effect, heterogeneity is taken as a between-group construct, and
we note that this should serve to make scaling and reference effects more difficult to

discern (and was a main motivation for using the HNLR model). Second, the model

should be expected to fit quite well, as location and scale parameters are estimated

for each of the 10 donation groups. Calibration and hold-out fits should therefore

be compared with a model which estimates only these 20 groupwise constants (plus

the common scale parameter, c), to gauge the marginal explanatory power of the

three effects (scale, round and deviation) the model accounts for.

Households were randomly assigned to either the calibration or hold-out group,
with the 25-parameter model M1 estimated on the former group. 17 Results, in terms

of a Q–Q plot depicting the predicted and actual cdf values, as well as their inverse-

normal transforms, appear in Fig. 2.

Predictive accuracy is quite good; R2-adj for the hold-out sample is 0.960. As evi-

denced by Fig. 2a, there is a relatively even dispersal of the actual values about the

regression line; a v2-test for residual normality fails to reject (p > 0:1). However, a

Q–Q plot for the predicted vs. the actual cdf, F , shows that, not very surprisingly,

prediction is nearly perfect at the extremes, but less so for intermediate values. Be-
cause the model was formulated in terms of the (inverse normal) transformed cdf,

Fig. 2a is arguably a better gauge of model accuracy than the Q–Q plot of Fig.

2b. Overall, it is reasonable to conclude that M1 achieves a high degree of predictive

accuracy, and that the Scale and Round value attraction effects are apparently not

artifacts of overfitting in the calibration sample.

16 The results presented thus far are for the entire data set, the calibration and hold-out sample

combined. Because we did not have access to the individual-level data, combining the two smaller sets

offered greater stability in estimation, particularly for the donation bins (classes) in which few, if any,

donations were received.
17 As a check, this analysis was repeated for a less parsimonious model (34 parameters; one c value per

segment), which provided marginally superior predictive accuracy. Qualitative results were not

appreciably affected. Summary statistics of the type in Table 2 (not reported, but available from the

authors) show the calibration and hold-out group to not differ appreciably.
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4.4. Model performance correcting for group differences

Because this is an aggregate model which estimates 2 per-donation-group parame-

ters, it is reasonable to question whether the degree of within-sample or hold-out fit

is in any way surprising. To gauge the extent to which the three constructs under
study-scale, round values and anchor point deviation – increase fit and forecast ac-

curacy, we re-estimate the model for the calibration data under all permutations of

restricting each of these three effects to zero; this yields seven sub-models, as in Table

5 (note that the upper and lower attraction variables are only sensible if included or

excluded together).

First, we note that the values of the Scale and Round coefficients are relatively

insensitive to the presence of the other effects parameters. This suggests both that

these effects are relatively robust to the model specification and, moreover, that they
operate more or less independently of one another, so that an additive interpretation

of their joint effects is reasonable. However, the values of the upper and lower anchor

point attraction coefficients, bL and bU, appear to be strongly affected by the pres-

ence of the Scale variable; this is not surprising, given the role that Scale plays rela-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Out-of-sample prediction for CDF (F ), and for M�1½F �.
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tive to DL and DU, which take a zero value at a Scale point. While all the various

models, construed as combinations of the three effects, fit and predict rather well,

it is clear that they do so significantly better in tandem, as evidenced by log-likeli-

hood differences and corresponding v2 tests. In short, the model with all three effects

is arguably superior to restricted submodels on both the calibration and hold-out

samples. However, an important question remains unanswered: To what extent is

model fit and predictive ability driven merely by between-donation-group differ-
ences?

To answer this question, it is instructive to consider the estimates in Table 5 as

follows. The first line restricts all three effects (i.e., bS, bR and fbL; bUg) to be zero,

so it is possible to consider this as a baseline model against which all the others can

be tested: that is, once the between-group differences have been �regressed out� in the

form of the location, scale and shape parameters, do the three effects explain a sig-

nificant portion of the remaining variation? Viewed in this way, the additional ex-

planatory power offered by the three effects under study here can be measured and
compared. We further note that while the �no effects� model is nested within each

of the others, each of them is in turn nested within the �all effects� model, M1, the

last line of Table 5.

It is immediately clear that all parametric combinations fit significantly better

than the �no effects� model, and that each fits less well than the �all effects� model.

The bolded p-values in Table 5 are particularly relevant: the first three compare

the model with a single �effect� – either Scale, Round or Deviation – to the �no effects�
model, while the remaining three compare the �all effects� model to one which does

not include one of the three effects. In this way, it becomes clear what the additional

explanatory power is of each effect in the model, over and above the others (a similar

comparison can be made of the models� R2 values, although this does not indicate

significance levels).

In each case, the likelihood-ratio test indicates that the scaling and attraction ef-

fects add very significantly to the model�s explanatory power. Surprisingly, we find

that hypothesis H7 is not supported: the model including only deviations (DL and

DU) appears to be superior to the models which include only Scale or only Round,

Table 5

Model comparisons for calibration and hold-out samples

Estimation results for various effects combinations (Calibration sample) Hold-

out

Effects bS bR bL bU c LL p vs.

�Null�
p vs.

�Full�
R2 R2-adj R2-adj

f0; 0; 0; 0g )3.1 )425.79 – 0.0000 0.9351 0.9310 0.9079

fbS; 0; 0; 0g 0.372 )5.6 )421.88 0.0052 0.0000 0.9492 0.9460 0.9255

f0; bR; 0; 0g 0.257 2.3 )423.15 0.0216 0.0000 0.9453 0.9415 0.9194

f0; 0;bL; bUg )0.669 0.018 )41.5 )410.12 0.0000 0.0003 0.9699 0.9681 0.9516

fbS; bR; 0; 0g 0.338 0.168 )1.8 )421.11 0.0093 0.0000 0.9513 0.9482 0.9282

fbS; 0;bL; bUg 0.305 )0.545 0.564 )25.5 )405.39 0.0000 0.0077 0.9743 0.9728 0.9571

f0; bR; bL; bUg 0.203 )0.655 0.111 )31.9 )406.93 0.0000 0.0014 0.9730 0.9714 0.9555

fbS; bR; bL; bUg 0.288 0.187 )0.537 0.651 )17.9 )401.84 0.0000 – 0.9769 0.9755 0.9604
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and the model excluding only DL and DU is inferior to those which exclude only Scale

or only Round. We must interpret this carefully. Note that the coefficients for DL and

DU in the model which contains those two variables only (bL ¼ �0:669, bU ¼ 0:018)
differ markedly from their values in models which contain Scale, such as M1

(bL ¼ �0:537, bU ¼ 0:651). Thus, while DL and DU appear to be most important
purely in terms of explanatory power, models which include them alone risk a seri-

ous potential misspecification.

As such, it must be stressed that the notion that the aggregate model (M1) fits well

merely because it accounts for between-donation-group variation is misguided; in a

marginal sense, each of Scale, Round and Deviation effects adds significantly to the

model. This is clarified by the final two columns of Table 5, which list R2-adj values

for both the calibration and hold-out samples. Taking the �no effects� model as the

base – that is, regressing out between-group differences – the model with all three ef-
fects explains approximately 60% of the remaining variance in both the calibration

and hold-out samples. 18

Overall, there is clear evidence that the model both fits and predicts well, that each

of the three constructs under study adds significantly to the interpretation of the ag-

gregate donation pattern, that the strength of the effects are relatively robust to the

model specification and that their actions can be considered distinct from one

another. Further, the Scale coefficient�s (bS) stable value of approximately 0.3 trans-

lates, as before, into a 12% upward shift near the center of the cdf for values on the
scale, while the analogous figure (bR � 0:19) for Round is 7%, and moreover that

these figures are essentially additive. These must be taken as very large proportional

values by any standards, and constitute strong evidence of scaling and attraction ef-

fects. We stress once again that, in the absence of a model for such effects, responses –

both in terms of donation frequency and quantity – on the Standard and Test scales

appeared nearly identical, as in Table 2.

5. Conclusion

The objective of this study is to help fundraisers by more fully understanding the

effects of scale anchor points on alternative evaluation and subsequent choice beha-

vior. While the results are broadly convergent with those of several prior researchers,

we further conclude that the framing of donation decisions is in fact influenced by

external communications, as represented by the so-called appeals scale. Both points

appearing on the scale and �round� values displayed clear, strong attraction effects,
effects obscured in simple comparisons of raw mean quantities received from groups

given a Standard and a Test scale. These effects were not only pronounced, but asym-

metric; deviations from upper scale values figured in as �steeper� than equal (propor-

tional) deviations from a lower scale value, relative to a reference point.

18 This can be seen by computing the ratio of variation left unexplained, using either R2 or R2-adj.

Taking values for the former, a comparison of the �no effects� and �all effects� (M1) models in the hold-out

sample yields a ratio of ½1� ð1� 0:9604Þ=ð1� 0:9079Þ�, or 57%.
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However, is must be admitted that the observed effects of scale variation appear to

assume far less importance than those due to individual donor characteristics. As is

found so frequently in Marketing studies, prior behavior is typically the best indica-

tion of future behavior, so that understanding the manifold effects of scale manipu-

lation can only take place if donor heterogeneity, vis-�aa-vis prior behavior, has been
appropriately accounted for. That is, though individual donor characteristics are not

controllable, scale variation can be manipulated, so one must alter the latter while

controlling for the former. In terms of our ability to generalize the model, the lack

of range of the upper and lower anchors is problematic; we have not addressed

how these should be optimally set, and it is an open question whether �distant� values
have an overall positive or negative effect on donation behavior. Recent work by

Krishna, Wagner, and Yoon (2001), for example, suggests that the presence of even

one product at an absurdly high price point can affect perceptions of normally-priced
items. 19

Averaging across the entire donor pool, scale manipulation appears to have at

most modest effects on aggregate-level results, whether for overall yield or for the av-

erage donation. However, at the more detailed level of donation groups, effects in-

duced by scale point displacement stand in bold relief. It may well be the case that

the near absence of aggregate effects is the result of compensating individual-level

effects at each of the scale points. Such hypotheses can be addressed by future studies

in which household-level appeals scales are under direct experimental control (and
thus facilitating the incorporation of heterogeneity in an endogenous manner).

The model presented here is intended to explain the displacement of donations in-

duced by varying appeals scale anchor points. Estimated on donation data in a man-

ner similar to the present study, the model should make it possible to select those

scales which are potentially best-adapted to specific situations, including those out-

side an overt charitable context. For example, the model makes it possible, through

interpolation, to estimate the effects of untested anchor points, and therefore sug-

gests a path toward optimization. Modeling scale effects through a transform of
the donation cdf offers a striking degree of fit and predictive accuracy for the col-

lected donation data, and can be construed as a first step in formulating a model al-

lowing better comprehension of price scaling effects.

The resulting model suggests the existence of three reference systems: one involv-

ing reference to points on an appeals scale, a second to the values of common de-

nominations, and a third to an intended or anticipated donation amount. When

donation appeals forego taking all three effects into account, a substantial propor-

tion of potential donors may resist the �default� options represented by the appeals
scale and merely engage in habitual behavior, if they choose to donate at all.

19 For example, the test scale�s extreme (lower or higher) anchors never exceeded those of the standard

scales. Because the data were silent on this issue, we cannot speculate on the effects of using scales whose

extreme points extend far beyond standard practice. We thank a reviewer for noting this important data

limitation.
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A closer look at the donation behavior adjustments themselves offers several ca-

veats regarding model limitations. First, adjustment is not in perfect conformity with

the model for certain scale points, including several of the most frequent (such as 50,

100 or 120 FF). Second, because of anchor point attraction effects, the model can be

made, under certain circumstances, to predict negative frequencies for certain scale
values, notably those observed with low frequency. Lastly, the logarithmic transfor-

mation of donation values induces a risk of bias: a frequency error in the 5000 FF

donor class does not have the same consequences as an error of the same size in

the 50 FF class. To a large extent, these are all scaling artifacts, and are likely part

and parcel of any attempt to produce a uniform explanation of donation behavior

across a monetary scale of two or more orders of magnitude.

Our study suggests that fundraisers should not think of scales as simply a way to

facilitate donations, but as an active tool in optimizing them. For example, donors
could be contacted with a scale consisting solely of scale points and round values at

least as high as what they�ve previously donated. The data suggest that, so long as

the request is not greatly out of line with expectations, there will be a pronounced

upward effect on donation quantity, without a commensurate decrease in frequency.

Of course, such prognostications can only be verified in the context of studies de-

signed specifically to do so.
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